CONSTRUCTION AHEAD

The Montana Department of Transportation (MDT) is taking proactive safety measures to repair or replace existing rockfall mitigation structures and remove potentially hazardous rocks on MT 1 near Georgetown Lake.

During construction motorists should expect:

- Delays of up to 30 minutes
- Flaggers and traffic signals may direct traffic
- Traffic will be reduced to a single lane for about one mile
- Width restrictions are in place (visit 511mt.net for the most up-to-date information)
- One five-day road closure

Current construction information and road conditions can be found on the MDT Travel Info App at 511mt.net.

Stay Informed During Construction
Visit the project website at: mdt.mt.gov/pubinvolve/mt1ss/
For EMAIL UPDATES: text SLOPE to 22828
For TEXT/SMS* UPDATES: text SLOPE to 866-434-0866 (toll-free)
Call the project phone line: (406) 284-1500  Email: Brandon@rbci.net

*Texting alerts are not managed by MDT and may have different privacy and security policies. For more information read the SimpleTexting Privacy Policy by visiting: https://simpletexting.com/privacy-policy/

Alternative accessible formats of this document will be provided on request. Persons who need an alternative format should contact the Office of Civil Rights, Department of Transportation, 2701 Prospect Avenue, PO Box 201001, Helena, MT 59620. Telephone 406-444-5416 or Montana Relay Service at 711.

This document is printed at state expense. Information on the cost of producing this publication may be obtained by contacting the Department of Administration.